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Save time, save money, and keep it simple. Discover how to make healthy, from-scratch meals that

make the most of your food processor. Sure, you know how your food processor works. Youâ€™re

just looking for the inspirationâ€•and timeâ€•to use it. Food blogger and busy mom Nicki Sizemore

shares her time-saving, money-saving tips to prep meals and treats, from melt-in-your-mouth

muffins to kid-friendly favoritesâ€•all with your food processor. With The Food Processor Family

Cookbook, youâ€™ll find tons of tasty, under-an-hour food processor recipes that maximize

deliciousnessâ€•and minimize your time in the kitchen. Let your food processor do the work for you,

from chopping to shredding, so you can get to the important part: sharing wholesome, homemade

meals with your family. Learn insider tips for using your food processor, with:  120 family-friendly

food processor recipes (including gluten-free and vegan options) like Shrimp Tacos With Pumpkin

Seed And Spinach Pesto Helpful dietary labels to guide you toward diet-specific recipes

Time-saving tips and techniques to get the most out of your machine, cut your dinner prep time, and

keep your food processor clean Process Pro features for at-a-glance highlights of the different

blades or discs  Whether youâ€™re making party-friendly sides, prepping wholesome family meals,

or pureÃ©ing homemade baby food, The Food Processor Family Cookbook is your essential food

processor cookbook for tackling recipes like a processor pro.
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This cookbook is great for getting the most use out of your food processor. I have had a food

processor for years and would only occasionally use it to chop nuts, onions etc.This book guides



you through the different types of blades and disks that most processors come with, I had only ever

used the S blade!The recipes are very easy to read and follow--everything from desserts, dips and

main dishes. And prepping food yourself is much healthier than buying processed foods. I have tried

several recipes this weekend and they turned out wonderfully. I cannot wait to explore and try more

of the recipes from the book.I like visual examples of food in recipes and this does have some, I

wish it had more. But overall a great book to learn to get the full benefit of your food processor and

get to eating more healthy."I received this product for free in exchange for my honest and unbiased

review."

This book has saved me so many hours and most importantly, without sacrificing imaginative

cuisine packed full of flavor. I LOVE cooking and feel trapped and sad when I just can't make the

time to do it -- this fabulous bible is now my go-to for getting dinner on the table AND even planning

ahead, which is not naturally my style. I had to dust off my Cuisinart but I am glad that I did. I highly

recommend buying this book and a food processor to prop up on your countertop - get buzzing now!

I love this cookbook! The fact that everything makes use of the food processor doesn't feel like

limiting or gimicky here, but a smart way to incorporate that handy machine we all have but never

use into your everyday cooking! The recipes are all exactly the kind of food I love - whole foods,

treated simply but with creativity that lets the ingredients shine in the final dish. Some favorites are

all the sauces up front, the banana bread, which is so easy and absolutely the perfect banana bread

recipe, the chickpea wraps... I could go on. I plan on cooking everything in this book. I have tons of

cookbooks and this will become a dog-eared splattered favorite in no time. Well done!

There is no better cookbook out there for simple, easy, healthy meals. Yes, it is a food processor

cookbook, which has allowed me to use mine more often and more effectively, but more importantly

each recipe is easy to follow, in-expensive to make, and ends in a delicious meal, every single time.

Every recipe I have made works, and works well. Chef Nicki's whimsical voice throughout the book

reminds me that cooking can simple and fun. I am a serious home cook who spends a lot of time

making complex meals, this is a great weekday antidote without sacrificing the outcome of serving a

delicious meal. The Food Processor Family Cookbook: 120 Recipes for Fast Meals Made From

Scratch

Everyday at work I look forward to coming home and cooking a delicious meal! I have to admit...I



bought a food processor 4 years ago and didn't do too much with it. This cookbook has renewed my

love for my food processor! With the ease and deliciousness of Nicki's recipes, I am able to make a

great meal in no time. I work long days and the recipes aren't time demanding and definitely work

with my busy schedule. I am in LOVE with the kale pesto recipe, and you can freeze the leftover

pesto for various other dishes!

I was pleasantly surprised by this book. I expected it to be a breakdown of what a food processor

does, how to use it, and what to use it for. That was pretty much what the introduction was about

and it was packed with good info. But the cookbook part was quite extensive. There are so many

awesome recipes I don't even know where to start. There are soups, desserts, main courses, stuff

you can use for snacks like granola bars or muffins. I love it! Will probably pick up a hard copy to

have as a resource. Thank you to the author for labeling each recipe with things like "Gluten free" or

"nut free" or "vegetarian" as this makes it so much easier for me to know which recipes will work for

me. Also, I'm primarily gluten free and try to stick to the paleo diet, so the use of sweet potatoes and

a good amount of recipes for how to cook them will really come in handy.I received this product for

free in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

Awesome recipes in this beauty for the cook who enjoys making real hearty home-cooked meals. In

this world of instant EVERYTHING this is a breathe of fresh air so to speak. I consider myself a

novice in the kitchen but actually the recipes are simple enough to follow. The chicken potpie on the

cover caught my eye which was as delicious as I remember them from my younger days. The

organization of the book and pictures were thoughtfully put together. I also found the section on first

food informative. As a mother who took the time to puree my daughter's baby food the simple

suggestion for adding flavor are ingenious. I received this product for free in exchange for my

honest and unbiased review.

I kind of expected this to be like those "how to cook everything in the microwave" cookbooks you get

when you buy a microwave.Instead it's packed full of "from scratch" recipes that are focused on

health and quality, but adjusted to use the food processor as much as possible to speed up the

process.I've only had a chance to make a couple of recipes from the book so far, but can tell

already that it will get to stay in our kitchen. I'm really looking forward to making some of the

condiments and dressings once we use up what's in the fridge.I received this product for free in

exchange for my honest and unbiased review.
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